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MARKETING RESEARCH BRIEF for Music Management Companies
Music Management Companies around the world have the privileged task of developing
artists and helping them bring their artistry and creativity to the live stages nationwide and
internationally. It is their goal to make these artists global brands and give them the opportunity
to strut their stuff to show the world what they’re made of. Music Management companies
venture into many aspects of the entertainment field; from managing an artists day to day
activities, to booking live shows and festival appearances, or even producing tv/film, the music
management team aspires to inspire their artists and create brands that will transcend to global
and worldwide brands. In doing just this, these artists are sponsored by and thereby become
connected to various commercial brands that will, thus, become a part of their musical journey to
bring you the best in entertainment.
TRENDS
When it comes to an artist’s music and the marketing of that music, we have to
acknowledge that today’s music sales are influenced by the manner in which the music is
marketed on social media platforms, streaming services as well as technological advances that
are aiding in this new age of music.
MUSIC PLATFORMS & LIVE STREAMING TRENDS
Music platforms have changed the way we market music today. Artists are working
smarter and wiser and record companies have lost their clout to sign many of these independent
artists because the artists now understands the magic of using social media and live streaming
platforms to market their own music and get it out to the masses. These independent artists have
an opportunity available to them-like no other before-to make money from their own downloads
without having to go through big record companies to see their first dime. “The problem arises
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from the fact that free music threatens the whole capital of buying music. Bandcamp and small,
independent record labels in particular pose a threat to commercial record labels like EMI
because a majority of the earnings go directly to the artists” (Aghanoury, 2017,) Live streaming
has many benefits in getting the music seen by those who couldn’t physically attend a live
performance. What makes live social media videos such potential hits is the opportunity they
offer for real-time interactions. Whether viewers send hearts and likes-or post comments and
questions for the people on camera-alive video lets people feel like they’re part of the
action…live social media videos can also provide greater reach to remote target
audiences” (Joly, 2017)
DIGITAL AND STREAMING SERVICES TRENDS
Aside from live streaming platforms for artists, managers also now have a chance to
digitally stream their artists’ music on multiple music streaming platforms. This way of
marketing music has taken on a mass commercial appeal in getting music played and
downloaded by the consumer. “Commercial music consumption is at the highest it has ever
been. With streaming services such as Apple Music, YouTube Red, Spotify, and previously free
websites such as SoundCloud making the move towards monetizing its services, music is
becoming more accessible, albeit controlled” (Aghanoury, 2017,) More and more music is
becoming available through streaming services. However, there is a difference in digital and
streaming. ”Digital music formats and the Internet as a distribution mechanism have
fundamentally disrupted the music industry by altering the way music is packaged, distributed,
and consumed. This disruptive innovation has come in two stages. First, it enabled music to be
purchased as an individual song (digital single) or as an album (digitalalbum) or to be enjoyed
without paying for it (unlicensed digital music)...streaming music services such as Pandora have
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moved demand from digital albums to streaming music. However, demand has not yet migrated
from digital singles to streaming music” (Raghunathan, Il-Horn , & Koh, 2019,) When it comes
to digital streaming, Spotify leads the way. "Spotify is the world’s biggest music streaming
platform by number of subscribers. Users of the service simply need to register to have access to
one of the biggest-ever collections of music in history, plus podcasts, and other audio
content." (Igbal, 2019)
SOCIAL MEDIA TRENDS
Social Medial plays a huge part on how our music is marketed and accepted by our target
audience. This same audience determines whether they’re going to stream our music or
download it. Some consumers, if they are die-hard fans, will take it upon themselves to actually
buy your music to show their support of your hard work. While others would prefer to get the
music for free via Youtube or any other streaming platform. Nonetheless, there’s been a huge
decline in music downloads and a rise in streaming platforms all because our social media
platforms determines how our music is marketed. Just on the Neilsen Qr Sales results alone,
it showed an 80% rise in On-Demand music streams and a decline in album sales. Social media
can make or break an artist. It’s all about staying relevant and making sure you engage your
target audience. (Norris-Whitney Communications, 2017)
TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS
When iTunes came on the scene, we saw a shift in the music industry that
initially accommodated the now defunct CD sales. We saw a change in the music industry and
the way music was being marketed and we welcomed that change. ”Since the iTunes Store
launched in 2003, digital music sales have been viewed as the music industry's saving grace in
the face of declining physical album sales and rampant online piracy. Now, with a deluge of
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music streaming services letting fans listen to songs for free, the digital download may be going
the way of the CD and the cassette tape before it” (Raghunathan et al., 2019) Sales in digital
music have since decreased because of the rise of YouTube, Vimeo, Soundcloud and other free
music streaming platforms. Managers will now have to make sure that their artists are well
equipped to make revenue from their touring as well as online merchandising network sales.
Because, at the rate that these sales are dropping, that may end up being their only means of
generating income from their music in digital or streaming services other than selling CD’s out
of the back of their cars and on tour. ”U.S. digital track sales decreased for the first time ever in
2013, dropping from 1.34 billion to 1.26 billion, according to Nielsen SoundScan. CD sales also
continued their ongoing decline, dropping 14 percent to 165 million. Digital album sales were
stable, staying at 118 million sold last year. Meanwhile the number of songs streamed through
services like Spotify, YouTube and Rhapsody increased 32 percent to 118.1 billion” (Luckerson,
2014,)
COMPETITORS
When it comes to artist development, breaking an artist, artist performance and touring
schedules as well as live entertainment, Live Nation is the leading vehicle in Artist management
and consumer satisfaction. Live Nation is the world’s leading live entertainment company and
boasts in having 100 Plus festivals and over 30,000 shows and selling over 500 million tickets
per year. They also have over 44,000 employees worldwide and is also listed as the world’s top
artist management company, representing over 250 artists. Live nation also takes a stance in
taking great care of their artists financially as well as artistically. “Artists are the heart of what
we do and we have deep reverence and respect for their creativity. We believe live music is vital
to art and culture which is why in 2018, we paid artists $6 billion, making Live Nation by far the
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several businesses that funnel through Live Nation to help make its brand the best in
entertainment on the market. These market leaders include Ticketmaster.com, Live Nation
Concerts, Artist Nation, Live Nation Network. These market leaders are what mnakes Live
Nation no. because of the manner in which all of the components work together to make the
company number one. ”Ticketmaster.com is the global event ticketing leader and one of the
world’s top five eCommerce sites, with over 26 million monthly unique visitors. Live Nation
Concerts produces over 20,000 shows annually for more than 2,000 artists globally. These
businesses power Live Nation Network, the leading provider of entertainment marketing
solutions, enabling over 800 advertisers to tap into the 200 million consumers Live Nation
delivers annually through its live event and digital platform” ("Live Nation Entertainment,"
2019) Live nation has enjoyed success with their clients for many years and continues to grow
as the top leader in their field of management and live entertainment.

TARGET AUDIENCE
When it comes to the target audience of a management company, one could easily think
of the consumers and fans who will be supporting the music of the artists. However, in the case
of another management company, the target audience isn’t necessarily that of the consumer, but
rather, that of another management company. Because the music industry is constantly
changing, artist management has to also make a change in the way it markets that music. In the
past, managers have often taken a stance to have the artist do what they think, say and feel.
However, now, the consumers are determining what they want from the artist based on the
artists hard work and not what they (the manager) perceives to be the best “next” move for the
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artist. It is even believed that an agile property management approach should be the best option
in working with these artists as co-managers. However, when it comes to co-management
agreements, Co-management contracts vary. “One manager may have a master management
agreement with the client and then they have a separate co-management agreement with another
manager in which the co-manager commissions 50% of the percentage outlined in the master
agreement: typically between 15% and 20%” (Guy, 2018,) The target audience of the artists
themselves would be anywhere from teens to late 30’s; or any unique artist of any age that
exudes star quality in their craft and creativity.
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